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tpg.ADMIRAL FLINT FLINT is the brutal, four-string, no-frills heart and soul of the current revival of the L.A. punk scene,
which he and his band, the Assassins, embody in all their punk glory. A true Detroit original, he has been linked with the scene
as far back as the late ’70s and early ’80s, his first significant group being the pre-cursor to D.O.A., the hardcore crew of that

era. An early casualty of the hellfire of the hardcore scene, FLINT came out of it all beaten up and battered. But, refusing to let
his “beat up” status define him, he instead became the leader of a new punk scene in Los Angeles, opening the doors for new

emo, punk, and other experimental artists to come through and shine. Since making a name for himself in the early ’80s, FLINT
has been the ultimate underground punk road warrior, touring and racking up bills in many cities while the West Coast music

scene defined the term “punk.” He has released a number of solo recordings (including 1989’s Dirty Looks and 1997’s The Red
Mercury), a handful of solo LPs, and the Assassins’ Dangerz and Salvation; the latter of which he and the band released in early
2015. FLINT’s current band, the Assassins, are a combination of characters, each one possessing a unique persona and voice.

The band recorded 2005’s Black Up and currently are recording their third full length album. A conscious heavy-hitter with dark
humor and riotous energy, FLINT defines himself on his strengths: lyrics, the keyboard, and being true to himself and his band.

His primal, energized sound has influenced a new generation of punk performers and musicians; Steve Kimock, Jello Biafra,
Kevin Seconds, and Ted Leo, all admit that he has inspired them. FLINT has
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